
Technologically Advanced Machine Tools

Ultra Tech Machinery has over 20 years experience in

designing and manufacturing metal forming and metal

removing equipment, mainly supplying the automotive

and truck manufacturing industry.  We offer a wide

range of low maintenance, highly efficient equipment

designs.

In addition to new equipment building, we also offer

retrofitting of existing equipment with the latest technol-

ogy, and a wide variety of service options.

With the expansion of our operations into a newly

acquired facility adjacent to our existing location we now

have a total of 28,000 sq. ft. dedicated to machinery

building.  With dual 10 ton overhead cranes, we have

everything necessary to handle new equipment building

as well as retrofits to existing equipment.   

Engineers at Ultra Tech can evaluate your new equip-

ment needs and develop the best solution to fulfill your

production requirements.

High-speed CNC Modules  -  Multiple Module Capability   -   Flowforming  -  Vertical Turning  -   Polishing and Buffing Machines

Quality from Start to Finish

TE-9000 certification requires the uti-

lization of a team-oriented approach

that focuses on each functional aspect

of the design and assembly process.

Assembly designs and FMEA’s, equip-

ment specification, project plans and

inspection sheets all help ensure con-

sistent, high quality solutions. 
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Company Mission

Creating solutions for the high-pro-

duction manufacturer requiring the

latest in technology and reliability.

Each assembly is designed to com-

bine high output and low mainte-

nance.  Every solution is tailored for

the specific application to achieve

optimum efficiency and to maximize

the customer's return on investment.

Equipment

Ultra Tech has designed and built a wide

variety of new equipment over the years.

Our current products include:

Service and Support

Ultra Tech understands the impor-

tance of running an uninterrupted

three-shift operation.  While our

equipment is designed using stan-

dard off-the-shelf components, we

offer excellent on-site service if the

need arises.  Customers can count

on us to respond in 24 hours or less

to any service request.  Our goal is

to eliminate downtime through top

quality equipment and outstanding

customer support.

318 Remington Road

Facilities

338 Remington Road

- High-speed 4-axis CNC vertical  turning centers

- 4-axis CNC flow-forming machines

- 12-axis open architecture CNC polishing machines

- 12-axis open architecture CNC buffing machines

- Single or twin module configurations

- Various forms of dedicated and robot automation

- 3 to 6-axis CNC horizontal milling machines

- Automatic PC-based marking units


